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Power*Share™ Recognized as Leading Solution for Solar Monitoring
Greentech Media report puts Power*Share among the leaders after only 2 years
In the 2 years that Power*Share has been available for remotely monitoring solar power generation, it has
become one of the leading solutions worldwide, according to the results of a study recently undertaken by
GreenTech Media.
The strength of Power*Share, and what is fueling its sudden appearance on GreenTech Media’s list, is its
hardware-independent architecture. In an environment where PV technology is evolving rapidly and
equipment vendors come and go, owners do not want to be dependent on their proprietary monitoring
solutions only to find they are unsupported and do not integrate with each other.
Power*Share is built on the PI System and is delivered as a web-based service. PI provides a rock-solid,
highly scalable, unifying platform for Power*Share to provide the owner and operator alike with insight
into any asset and quickly address issues that impact the bottom line. Layered on top of PI, Power*Share
includes solar-specific dashboards and reports, available and fully supported 24/7.
These unique advantages mean that Power*Share is already being applied to over 300 MW of solar
capacity in North America and Europe.
About Industrial Evolution
Founded in 2000, Industrial Evolution was an innovator in offering Data-as-a-Service to the industrial
market. We collect real-time process data from systems and devices, and make it available securely via
the internet.
In January 2016, Yokogawa Electric Corporation announced the acquisition of Industrial Evolution to
strengthen its provision of advanced solutions to the process industries. The acquisition of Industrial
Evolution, a provider of cloud-based plant data sharing services, was carried out through Yokogawa
Venture Group, Inc., a wholly owned Yokogawa subsidiary. The press release is available at:
http://www.yokogawa.com/pr/news/2016/pr-news-2016-0107-en.htm.
The Industrial Evolution website: www.industrial-knowledge.com
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